Welcome!
I hope this resource would be helpful to you on your guitar journeys. You
can print it and bind it as a mini-book that you can always reach out for
and learn some new chords, (any office equipment store would happily do
it for you for 5-10$!) or just keep it on your computer desktop and access it
whenever you wish.

Best!

-Cooper
How to read the chord charts?
Chord
name
Special
info

First
relevant fret

The diagram is
shown "upside down"
- to resemble how it
looks like from your
point of view when
you are playing.

4

Muted string don't play this
one

3

2

1

Fingers
numbering
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Beginners - First Chords to Learn!
Just by learning these 10 chords (along with strumming patterns and the other things that bring those songs into life, which you
can learn all about right here) - you'll be able to play almost all of the songs that you'll ever encounter.

C

G (Beginners version)

D

Dm

E

Em

A

Am

Fmaj7 *

F (Beginners version)

* (Until you'll be able to play a full F with a barre - you can play this instead and usually it will sound fine) If you can already play the "Beginners F" - so it
will sound even better!
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Beginners: The 2nd batch of chords to learn (Page 1/2)
G7

G

A7

Am7

D7

Dm7

F

Fm

Bm

Bm (Beginners version)
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Beginners: The 2nd batch of chords to learn (Page 2/2)
E7

E7

Em7

Em7

Amaj7

Dmaj7

D4 (also called Dsus/Dsus4)

D2 (Also sometimes called Dsus2)

* “Sus” is short for “suspended” - a certain type of chords.

F#

F#m
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The Guitar Super-Course:
Play YOUR Favorites
Are you tired of the fact that you're still
struggling to play your favorites songs in a
smooth way, and without it feeling like WORK
instead of PLAY?
Join me for the flagship Guitar Songs Masters
Super-Course, where I will teach you
everything you need to know in order to play your favorites - just like
how they are originally played on the recordings, while using YOUR favorite
songs along the process.
Even if you're not a complete beginner but you still have some issues in
your song-playing, this will solve them all.
Use the coupon code CHORDS111 to get 30% off
the course (while the discount lasts): Link

"I took up the guitar at age 66 so it's never too late! Alon's
course is delightful in getting you to play songs faster than
any other guitar course I know. Quick Gratification, YES! There
are many good guitar courses out on the net that are oriented
for the patient individual who is willing to invest one or two
years to tediously and methodically learn the guitar basics in excruciating
detail, BUT . . . Alon's alone gets you to play your
personal favorite songs immediately."
- William (Bill) Loveland, California
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